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Abstrat
Finding (onformal) Killing vetors of a given metri an be a di-
ult task. This paper presents an eient tehnique for nding Killing,
homotheti, or even proper onformal Killing vetors in the Newman-
Penrose (NP) formalism. Leaning on, and extending, results previously
derived in the GHP formalism we show that the (onformal) Killing
equations an be replaed by a set of equations involving the om-
mutators of the Lie derivative with the four NP dierential operators
applied to the four oordinates.
It is ruial that these operators refer to a preferred tetrad rela-
tive to the (onformal) Killing vetors, a notion to be dened. The
equations an then be readily solved for the Lie derivative of the o-
ordinates, i.e. for the omponents of the (onformal) Killing vetors.
Some of these equations beome trivial if some oordinates are ho-
sen intrinsially (where possible), i.e. if they are somehow tied to the
Riemann tensor and its ovariant derivatives.
If part of the tetrad, i.e. part of null diretions and gauge, an be
dened intrinsially then that part is generally preferred relative to any
Killing vetor. This is also true relative to a homotheti vetor or a
proper onformal Killing vetor provided we make a further restrition
on that intrinsi part of the tetrad. If beause of null isotropy or gauge
isotropy, where part of the tetrad annot even in priniple be dened
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intrinsially, the tetrad is dened only up to (usually) one null rotation
parameter and/or a gauge fator, then the NP-Lie equations beome
slightly more involved and must be solved for the Lie derivative of the
null rotation parameter and/or of the gauge fator as well. However,
the general method remains the same and is still muh more eient
than onventional methods.
Several expliit examples are given to illustrate the method.
1 Introdution
Within tetrad formalisms there is a standard proedure for nding (onfor-
mal) Killing vetors ((C)KVs), i.e. Killing vetors (KVs), a homotheti vetor
(HV), and/or proper onformal Killing vetors (CKVs) for a given spaetime
or for speifying their existene while solving Einstein's equations for the
spaetime. This proedure, whih inludes integration of the tetrad version
of the (onformal) Killing equations, is, however, long and ompliated as
well as ineient due to several redundanies in the equations.
Reently[1, 2℄, we have developed a new method for obtaining an HV
and/or KVs for spaetime solutions found in the Geroh-Held-Penrose[3℄
(GHP) formalism. We proved that the (onformal) Killing equations an be
replaed as key equations by a set of sixteen ommutator equations involving
the four GHP dierential operators and a new generalized Lie derivative op-
erator (alled the GHP Lie derivative). This proedure an, with some are,
be extended to CKVs as well.
In this paper we adapt our method to the better-known, if more umber-
some, Newman-Penrose[4℄ (NP) formalism. We shall replae the (onformal)
Killing equations by a set of sixteen ommutator equations involving the four
NP derivative operators and the ordinary Lie derivative. In priniple, to nd
HV, KVs and CKVs we only need to onstrut an appropriate null tetrad for
a given metri. However, the alulations an often be shortened onsider-
ably if we know something about the geometri nature of the tetrad and the
oordinates used. We usually have suh knowledge if we are in the proess
of nding a spaetime solution possessing ertain symmetries. But even for
a given metri we may alulate, for example, the Weyl tensor, and use one
or both of its prinipal null diretions as the tetrad's null diretions. As we
shall see, suh knowledge, though not neessary in priniple, usually redues
signiantly the omplexity of the new equations.
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The main aim of this paper is to address the problem of nding (C)KVs,
i.e. an HV, KVs, and CKVs, using the NP formalism, and to illustrate our
method with expliit examples.
One of the main dierenes between the NP and GHP formalisms is that
the former uses spei null tetrads whereas the latter deals only with lasses
of null tetrads (alled GHP tetrads here), where only the diretions of the
two real null vetors are xed but not the gauge. The gauge freedom onsists
of the ability to make spin- and boost transformations.
In a previous paper [2℄ we dened the notion of an intrinsi GHP tetrad,
as well as that of a preferred GHP tetrad relative to a vetor, in partiu-
lar relative to a (C)KV. We argued that an intrinsi GHP tetrad was pre-
ferred relative to any KV. (For an HV or a CKV the situation is a bit more
ompliated). We proved the equivalene of the usual (onformal) Killing
equations with the GHP-Lie ommutator equations, equations involving the
ommutators of a newly dened generalized Lie derivative, alled the GHP
Lie derivative, with the four GHP dierential operators orresponding to a
preferred GHP tetrad, applied to the four oordinates.
In this paper, we dene the notion of a preferred gauge relative to a (C)KV
as one in whih the GHP Lie derivative and the ordinary Lie derivative
oinide. As we shall see, suh a gauge always exists. The (onformal)
Killing equations an then be replaed by ommutator equations involving
ommutators of the ordinary Lie derivative and the NP dierential operators
applied to the four oordinates, provided that the tetrad is preferred relative
to the (C)KV involved.
The question is then how to obtain suh a preferred tetrad, espeially
when the metri possesses more than one (C)KV and we want to nd all of
them at one. One way is to leave enough arbitrariness in the tetrad so that
the ommutator equations an hoose a tetrad appropriate to eah (C)KV.
However, that may ompliate the equations somewhat
F1
. For KV it is usu-
ally possible (and most eient) to nd an intrinsi tetrad, i.e. one that
an be dened in terms of the Riemann tensor and its ovariant derivatives.
Suh a tetrad is then generally preferred relative to any KV. In ase of null
isotropy or gauge isotropy we may have to be satised with a partially in-
trinsi tetrad. If we want to inlude an HV or a CKV in our searh, it is
again best to ensure (where possible) that the tetrad is intrinsi. However,
1
This is not neessarily so. There was no suh ompliation in the example of the pure
radiation metri of Ref.[2℄.
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in addition, the onditions dening the null diretions and the gauge must
be properly onformally weighted. For an HV, it sues if there is a proper
onformal weight relative to a onstant onformal transformation.
In setion 2, we review the GHP approah to KVs and HV, as developed
in Ref.[2℄, and extend the results to CKVs. In setion 3 we adapt these results
to the NP formalism. Several important lemmas will lead to the key theorem
involving the NP-Lie ommutator equations. In setion 4, we disuss and
illustrate our method further, with examples of metris quoted in anonial
tetrads. Some appropriate remarks in setion 5 will onlude the paper.
The NP version of our method is dedued in setion 3 from our earlier
GHP version[2℄. Although we ould have obtained these NP results inde-
pendently and entirely in the NP formalism it was muh quiker to modify
the GHP results. However, the basi theorems at the end of Setion 3, and
the theorems we dedue and use in Setion 4 an be understood without any
detailed knowledge of the GHP formalism.
One of our motivations for this work is to be able to apply our results
to the invariant/Karlhede lassiation (IC) program[5℄ for spaetimes. In
that program there exist algorithms to determine respetively the dimension
of the isometry group[6℄ of the spaetime and to determine whether the
spaetime admits a homothety[7℄; these algorithms do not give the forms of
the symmetry groups, nor the expliit symmetry vetors. Our intention is to
ll this gap in a subsequent paper, by developing our method to nd an HV
and KVs expliitly and eiently from the information supplied by the IC
of a metri. We shall therefore use notation and onventions in this paper
whih are onsistent with the IC program.
There are a number of general results[8, 9℄ whih give restritions on a
CKV; in partiular, it is known that the only vauum spaetimes admitting
a CKV are the plane waves. Suh theorems an be used to simplify our
alulations in spei appliations.
Today there are a number of omputer pakages whih alulate symme-
tries in given spaetimes. It might be thought that these would replae exist-
ing methods and, indeed, any alulations done by hand. However, it should
be reognized that these pakages are still relatively limited. For instane,
reently, one pakage was unable to obtain results diretly, results pertaining
to some symmetries of the Kerr metri[10℄, even though, as pointed out in
Ref.[8℄, these partiular symmetries were known not to exist as a onsequene
of some general theorems. On the other hand, in setion 4 of the present pa-
per, our methods establish diretly and quikly the non-existene of an HV
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and CKVs for the Kerr-Newman metri. It is our intention eventually to ap-
ply our methods not only to the lassiation and alulation of symmetries
of existing metris but to use these methods as an eient means of imposing
symmetries in a oordinate-invariant manner in the searh for new solutions.
2 Preferred GHP tetrads and the GHP-Lie om-
mutator equations
Kolassis and Ludwig[11℄ introdued a generalized Lie derivative L
ξ
whih is
dened like the ordinary Lie derivative £
ξ
exept that ordinary derivatives
are replaed by ovariant derivatives. Equivalently,
L
ξ
= £
ξ
− ξµ
(
pζ
µ
+ qζ
µ
)
, (1)
where (p, q) are the GHP weights of the quantity operated upon, and
ζ
µ
= γl
µ
+ εn
µ
− αm
µ
− βm
µ
, (2)
where l, n, m, m are null tetrad vetors (normalized by l
µ
n
µ
= 1, m
µ
m
µ
=
−1, other inner produts zero), and α, β, γ, ε are the bad Newman-Penrose
spin-oeients that disappear from the GHP formalism.
A more useful operator turned out to be a further generalization, namely

ξ
= L
ξ
− p
4
(P − P ′ + P∗ − P ′∗)− q
4
(P − P ′ + P ′∗ − P∗) , (3)
where
P = n
µ
L
ξ
l
µ
, (4)
and P ′,P∗, and P ′∗ are its three ompanions[11℄, i.e. its images under the
prime, the star, and the prime-star operations. An equivalent denition of
this GHP Lie derivative is
F2

ξ
= £
ξ
+
(
p + q
4
)(
l
µ
£
ξ
n
µ − n
µ
£
ξ
l
µ)
+
(
p− q
4
)(
m
µ
£
ξ
m
µ −m
µ
£
ξ
m
µ)
. (5)
2

ξ
as dened here redues to that of Eq.(4) of Ref.[2℄ only in the ase of a KV. This
should have been made more expliit there.
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Let us dene the remaining tetrad omponents Q and R of 
ξ
l
µ
by

ξ
l
µ
=
1
2
(P + P ′) lµ +Rnµ −Qmµ −Qmµ, (6)
and similarly for their ompanions under the the prime, star and star-prime
operations. A GHP tetrad is said to be preferred
F3
relative to the vetor ξ
provided that
Q′ +Q∗ = 0 = Q+Q′∗. (7)
Suh a GHP tetrad always exists but is not unique; it allows for null rotations
with parameters y and z satisfying

ξ
y = 0 = 
ξ
z. (8)
If, in addition, the (onformal) Killing equations hold, namely
P ′ = −P − ϕ, P ′∗ = −P∗ − ϕ
Q = Q′∗, Q′ = Q∗
R = R′ = R∗ = R′∗ = 0 (9)
then

ξ
l
µ
= −1
2
ϕl
µ
, (10)
and similarly for its ompanions. A tetrad satisfying Eqs.(10) (inluding the
ompanions) is said to be GHP Lie reurrent (GLR).
Note again that the (C)KV is an HV if the funtion ϕ is a onstant and
a KV if ϕ is zero; otherwise it is a CKV.
Although in the above we dened the notion of preferred null diretions,
i.e. of a preferred GHP tetrad, for an arbitrary vetor ξ, its main usefulness
is relative to a (C)KV. When the null diretions are preferred relative to a
(C)KV, the generalized Lie derivative of suh a GHP tetrad then takes its
simplest form, given by Eq.(10) and ompanion equations. In partiular,
relative to a KV, a preferred GHP tetrad gets annihilated by the GHP Lie
derivative . We say it is GHP Lie derived.
3
The motivation for this denition is not entirely obvious here. For an explanation the
reader is referred to Ref.[2℄.
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More generally, for a (C)KV ξ and orresponding onformal fator ϕ, if
a quantity η satises (

ξ
− wϕ
2
)
η = 0, (11)
for some number w, we say that it is GLR (relative to ξ and with assoi-
ated fator ϕ) and that it has w-weight w. It is not hard to show that if η
is properly onformally weighted then the w-weight oinides with the on-
formal weight. For the ontravariant tetrad vetors and for spin-oeients
well-behaved in the onformally extended GHP formalism[12℄, w = −1; for
Weyl tensor tetrad omponents, w = −2. If, again with ξ a (C)KV and ϕ
the orresponding onformal fator, a quantity η satises
(
£
ξ
− wϕ
2
)
η = 0 (12)
we say that η is (ordinary) Lie reurrent (relative to the vetor ξ and with
w-weight w).
Denition 1.
The GHP salars with respet to a GHP tetrad are the well-behaved GHP
spin-oeients, all the Riemann tensor tetrad omponents, together with all
properly GHP weighted ombinations of these and their GHP derivatives.
In Ref.[2℄ we proved the following lemmas.
Lemma 1 If the GHP tetrad is GLR relative to a vetor ξ and with assoi-
ated fator ϕ then ξ is a (C)KV with ϕ the onformal fator, and the GHP
tetrad is neessarily preferred relative to ξ.
Lemma 2 If ξ is a (C)KV with onformal fator ϕ then the GHP tetrad is
GLR relative to ξ and with assoiated fator ϕ i it is preferred relative to ξ.
Lemma 3 If the GHP tetrad is preferred relative to a vetor ξ then it is
GLR relative to ξ with assoiated fator ϕ i ξ is a (C)KV with onformal
fator ϕ.
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Lemma 4 Given an HV or a KV ξ, all properly GHP weighted ombinations
of the GHP tetrad, the GHP salars, and the tetrad omponents of ξ itself
are GLR relative to ξ provided that the tetrad is preferred relative to ξ.
Lemma 5 If the GHP tetrad is GLR relative to a vetor ξ then there exists
a partiular gauge in whih the tetrad is (ordinary) Lie reurrent relative to
ξ.
Lemma 6 Relative to an HV or a KV, all GHP salars of type (0,0) are
(ordinary) Lie reurrent in an arbitrary gauge of a preferred GHP tetrad.
Note that the last two lemmas are already in a form suitable for the NP
formalism.
We now wish to generalize Lemma 4 to inlude proper onformal Killing
vetors, i.e. CKVs. We know from Eqs.(27)-(35) and their ompanions in
Ref.[2℄ that most GHP salars whih are GLR relative to an HV or a KV in
a tetrad preferred with respet to that HV or KV, are also GLR relative to
a CKV in a tetrad preferred with respet to that CKV, e.g., (
ξ
+ 1
2
ϕ)κ = 0.
However, there are some GHP salars whih are not GLR relative to a CKV.
For example, (
ξ
+ 1
2
ϕ)pi = 1
2
ðϕ and (
ξ
+ 1
2
ϕ)τ = −1
2
ðϕ. It follows easily
that (pi+ τ) is GLR sine (
ξ
+ 1
2
ϕ)(pi+ τ) = 0. Similarly, we an show that
all properly onformally weighted GHP salars are GLR.
So we an dedue the general result,
Lemma 7 Given a (C)KV ξ, all properly onformally weighted and properly
GHP weighted ombinations of the GHP tetrad, the GHP salars and the
tetrad omponents of ξ itself are GLR relative to ξ, provided that the GHP
tetrad is preferred relative to ξ.
To be expliit[12℄, the properly onformally weighted spin oeients
(all with onformal weight -1) are, κ, σ, λ, ν, ρ − ρ, µ − µ, τ + pi. The tetrad
omponents of the Weyl tensor are, of ourse, properly onformally weighted
(all with onformal weight -2). Although the Rii tensor tetrad omponents
by themselves are not, the following ombinations are properly onformally
weighted (with onformal weight -2),
Φ00+
1
2
[−þ (ρ+ ρ) + 1
2
(ρ+ ρ)2 + κ (pi − τ ) + κ(pi − τ)] (and ompanions),
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Φ01 +
1
2
[
þ(pi − τ) + 1
2
(pi + τ) (ρ+ ρ) + κ (µ+ µ)
]
(and ompanions),
Φ11 +
1
4
[
þµ− þ′ρ+ ðpi + ðpi − 1
2
(τ − pi)(τ − pi) + 1
2
(ρ+ ρ) (µ+ µ)
]
Λ + 1
4
[
þ
′ρ− þµ+ ðpi + ðpi + 1
2
(ρ+ ρ) (µ+ µ) + 1
2
(τ − pi)(τ − pi)] .
To avoid misunderstandings, we point out that all GHP salars ould
be desribed as 'properly onformally weighted', provided that the onformal
fator is onstant, i.e. for an HV or a KV. However, when we use the phrase
'properly onformally weighted' we will be referring to CKVs, for whih the
onformal fator is a non-onstant funtion.
Key to our approah in the GHP formalism is the following
Theorem 8 In a preferred GHP tetrad relative to a (C)KV ξ, with ϕ the
onformal fator, [
þ,
ξ
]
η =
ϕ
2
þη +
p + q
4
ηþϕ (13)
and its ompanion equations hold for any (p,q)-weighted salar. Conversely,
if Eqs.(13) (inluding ompanions) hold for four funtionally independent
(0,0)-weighted quantities and for the same funtion ϕ throughout, then ξ is a
(C)KV with onformal fator ϕ, and the GHP tetrad is neessarily preferred
relative to ξ.
When attempting to nd preferred null diretions relative to a number of
(C)KV, it is often very helpful to look for intrinsially dened null diretions
suh as the prinipal null diretions of the Weyl tensor. Like any intrinsi
quantity, these are xed in terms of the Riemann tensor and its ovariant
derivatives to whihever order is neessary. Suh an intrinsi GHP tetrad
exists for most spaetimes but not for all. In pratie, unless the spaetime
is onformally at, the l - diretion of the null tetrad an be taken to be
a prinipal null diretion (p.n.d.) of the Weyl tensor; it is then intrinsi
by denition. If there is a seond p.n.d. it an serve as the n - diretion,
giving us an intrinsi GHP tetrad. It was shown in Ref.[2℄ that an intrinsi
GHP tetrad is preferred relative to any KV. In fat, a lose look at the proof
shows that when the tetrad's null diretions are prinipal null diretions
of the Weyl tensor (or if they are otherwise intrinsially xed in a proper
onformally weighted manner), this is so even for an HV or a CKV. In type
N, in the ase of vanishing spin-oeient ρ, it may still be possible to x
the n - diretion in terms of the Riemann tensor but suh an intrinsi n -
diretion is not neessarily preferred relative to a CKV.
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Worse perhaps, there are metris for whih it is not possible to x the
seond null diretion intrinsially, and we then have null diretion isotropy.
But it should be remembered that relative to a (C)KV, there always does
exist a preferred n - diretion irrespetive of whether there exists an intrinsi
one. Sine we then may not know expliitly what that preferred null diretion
is, we have to leave some arbitrariness in the GHP operators of the GHP-Lie
ommutator equations (13). The GHP tetrad used is now dened only up
to an unknown null rotation parameter. The equations beome a bit more
involved; nevertheless it is usually still quite easy to solve them. Along with
the Lie derivatives of the oordinates, i.e. the omponents of the (C)KV, we
now obtain the Lie derivative of the null rotation parameter. If that turns
out to be zero then, in hindsight, the null rotation parameter ould have
been taken to be zero (sine a preferred GHP tetrad is dened only up to
Eqs.(8)).
When we are unable to x the n - diretion intrinsially, an alternative
method is to use the formalism of Mahado and Vikers [13℄; but then it
beomes neessary to dene a new generalized Lie derivative operator and to
determine the generalizations of Lemmas 4 and 7 and of Theorem 8 to that
formalism.
3 Preferred tetrads and the NP-Lie ommuta-
tor equations
While the GHP approah to nding (C)KV is our favourite, the NP formalism
is still muh more popular than the GHP one. For this reason we now adapt
our tehnique to the NP formalism.
Let us start with a tetrad where the null diretions have been xed some-
how. There still remains the two-dimensional gauge freedom
l̂
µ
= A2l
µ
, n̂
µ
= A−2n
µ
, m̂
µ
= exp (iα0)m
µ
. (14)
To obtain a spei gauge and hene a spei tetrad, we need to x the
gauge fator A exp
(
i
2
α0
)
.
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Denition 2.
We dene a preferred gauge relative to a vetor ξ to be one for whih

ξ
η = £
ξ
η (15)
for any quantity η.
Lemma 9 There always exists a preferred gauge relative to a vetor ξ.
Proof. For (0,0) - quantities, Eq.(15) holds in any gauge. Sine any other
quantity of interest here is obtained by ontrating a tensor with the tetrad
it sues to show that there is a gauge for whih

ξ
l
µ
= £
ξ
l
µ
(16)
and ompanions hold.
>From Eqs.(1),(3) and 4 we have

ξ
l
µ
= £
ξ
l
µ − ξν (ζ
ν
+ ζ
ν
)
l
µ − 1
2
(P − P ′) lµ (17)

ξ
n
µ
= £
ξ
n
µ
+ ξ
ν (
ζ
ν
+ ζ
ν
)
n
µ
+
1
2
(P − P ′)nµ (A15′)

ξ
m
µ
= £
ξ
m
µ − ξν (ζ
ν
− ζ
ν
)
m
µ − 1
2
(P∗ − P ′∗)mµ . (A15∗)
It is not hard to show that if we hoose A and α0 suh that
2£
ξ
lnA = −ξν (ζ
ν
+ ζ
ν
)− 1
2
(P − P ′)
i exp (iα0)£ξα0 = −ξ
ν (
ζ
ν
− ζ
ν
)− 1
2
(P∗ − P ′∗) , (18)
something we an learly always do, then in the new gauge given by Eqs.(14),
Eqs.(16) (inluding ompanions) hold.
Note that a preferred gauge is not unique. It is determined only up to
boost - rotations whose parameters satisfy
£
ξ
A = 0 = £
ξ
α
0
. (19)
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We now wish to ombine preferred null diretions (i.e., GHP tetrads) with
preferred gauges. Naturally, we make the following
Denition 3.
A preferred tetrad relative to a vetor ξ is one for whih both the null
diretions and the gauge are preferred relative to ξ.
We are now in a position to prove the following lemmas.
Lemma 10 A preferred tetrad relative to a vetor ξ always exists.
Proof. We showed in Ref.[1℄ that preferred null diretions relative to a vetor
ξ always exist and in Lemma 9 that a preferred gauge relative to ξ always
exists as well.
Lemma 11 If the tetrad is Lie reurrent relative to a vetor ξ and with
assoiated fator ϕ then ξ is a (C)KV with ϕ the assoiated onformal fator,
and the tetrad is neessarily preferred relative to ξ.
Proof. Let us rst note that if a tetrad is Lie reurrent then the orrespond-
ing GHP tetrad, given by Eq.(14) for an arbitrary gauge fator, satises

ξ
l̂
µ
= −1
2
ϕl̂
µ
, (20)
with similar equations for its ompanions. This is shown by basially doing
the reverse of what was done in the proof of Lemma 9. By Lemma 1 and
Eqs.(20) (inluding ompanions), ξ is a (C)KV with onformal fator ϕ, and
the null diretions are preferred. Sine, in the original gauge, 
ξ
beomes
£
ξ
, this gauge is preferred, and hene so is the tetrad.
Lemma 12 If ξ is a (C)KV with onformal fator ϕ then the tetrad is Lie
reurrent relative to ξ and with assoiated fator ϕ i it is preferred relative
to ξ.
Proof. Suppose that ξ is a (C)KV. If we assume that the tetrad is preferred
relative to ξ it follows from Lemma 1 that Eq.(20) and its ompanions are
satised. In the given preferred gauge 
ξ
beomes £
ξ
, showing that the
tetrad is Lie reurrent.
Conversely, if we assume that the tetrad is Lie reurrent, then by Lemma
11 it is neessarily preferred.
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Lemma 13 If the tetrad is preferred relative to a vetor ξ then it is Lie
reurrent relative to ξ with assoiated fator ϕ i ξ is a (C)KV with onformal
fator ϕ.
Proof. Suppose the tetrad is preferred relative to a vetor ξ. Then the
orresponding GHP tetrad is preferred. If the tetrad is Lie reurrent then, as
in the proof of Lemma 11, the orresponding GHP tetrad is GLR. It follows
from Lemma 3 that ξ is a (C)KV.
Conversely, if ξ is a (C)KV then, sine the tetrad is preferred, it follows
also from Lemma 3 that the GHP tetrad is GLR. In the preferred gauge this
means that the given tetrad is Lie reurrent.
Denition 4.
The NP salars with respet to an NP tetrad are the NP spin oeients,
all the Riemann tensor tetrad omponents, together with all ombinations of
these and their NP derivatives.
Next, we ome to the main results of this paper, namely the NP versions
of Lemma 7 and Theorem 8. We rst show
Lemma 14 (a) Given an HV or a KV ξ, all ombinations of the tetrad,
the NP salars, and the tetrad omponents of ξ itself are Lie reurrent with
respet to ξ provided that the tetrad is preferred relative to ξ.
(b) Given a (C)KV ξ, all properly onformally weighted ombinations
of the tetrad, the NP salars, and the tetrad omponents of ξ itself are Lie
reurrent with respet to ξ provided that the tetrad is preferred relative to ξ.
Proof. The proofs of (a) and (b) follow immediately from Lemmas 4 and
7 respetively sine, in a preferred gauge, 
ξ
= £
ξ
.Stritly speaking, these
proofs only apply to ombinations whih are of proper GHP weight; but we
an extend the proofs, by diret alulation, to all ombinations of the tetrad
and NP salars.
For referene, we will quote all onformally weighted NP salars. They
are the onformally weighted GHP salars together with ε− ε, γ − γ, α+ β
and all onformally weighted ombinations thereof.
Theorem 15 In a preferred tetrad relative to a (C)KV ξ, with ϕ the on-
formal fator, [
D,£
ξ
]
η =
ϕ
2
Dη (21)
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and its ompanion equations hold for any salar quantity η. Conversely,
if Eqs.(21) (inluding ompanions) hold for four funtionally independent
quantities and for the same funtion ϕ throughout, then ξ is a (C)KV with
onformal fator ϕ, and the tetrad is neessarily preferred relative to ξ.
Proof. Suppose that ξ is a (C)KV and that the tetrad is preferred relative
to ξ. Sine the orresponding GHP tetrad is preferred relative to ξ, it follows
from Theorem 8 that [
þ,
ξ
]
η =
ϕ
2
þη (22)
and ompanion equations hold. Sine the gauge is also preferred relative to
ξ, Eq.(22) redues to Eq.(21) for the given preferred tetrad, and similarly for
the ompanion equations.
Conversely, if Eq.(21) and its ompanions hold in some tetrad for four
funtionally independent quantities then, for the orresponding GHP tetrad,
Eq.(22) and its ompanions hold. But, by Theorem 8, this means that ξ is
a (C)KV and the GHP tetrad is neessarily preferred. Sine the gauge is
preferred i 
ξ
= £
ξ
it follows that the tetrad is preferred.
We have noted at the end of the last setion that in order to nd preferred
tetrad diretions (i.e. preferred GHP tetrads) it is often useful to look for
intrinsially dened null diretions, whih an be shown to be preferred for
all KV. Furthermore, it an be shown that intrinsially dened null diretions
whih are dened in a proper onformally weighted manner (usually in terms
of the Weyl tensor) are preferred with respet to all (C)KV. The prinipal
null diretions are partiularly useful in this regard.
Similarly, in order to nd a preferred gauge, it is often useful to determine
if an intrinsi restrition determines the gauge; suh a gauge will be preferred
for all KV. In order to nd a gauge whih is preferred with respet to all
(C)KVs, it is useful to look at a gauge dened both intrinsially and in a
proper onformally weighted manner (whih often, but not neessarily, means
dened with respet to the Weyl tensor). Suh a gauge an be shown to be
preferred as follows.
We must show that, for suh a gauge, 
ξ
η = £
ξ
η for all GHP salars η. It
sues to show this for one (p,q) - weighted quantity R with p 6= ±q. Suppose
that the gauge is xed by the ondition R = 1, where R is intrinsi. For this
to be a properly onformally weighted ondition, the onformal weight of R
must be zero, i.e the w - weight of R must vanish. But then 
ξ
R = 0 = £
ξ
R.
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4 Metris in Canonial Tetrads
Beause of Theorem 15, our approah to nding (C)KVs is as follows. In
a preferred tetrad relative to the (C)KV to be found we apply Eq.(21) and
its ompanions to the four oordinates xi and solve these equations for £
ξ
xi
(i = 1, 2, 3, 4), thereby obtaining the omponents of the (C)KV. If we have
sueeded in hoosing a tetrad whih is preferred relative to a number of
dierent (C)KVs, then this solution will yield all suh (C)KVs.
In order to illustrate simply how our results an be exploited in pratie
we will now restrit our onsideration to metris whih have been onstruted
following standard routines via an NP tetrad. In priniple, we know that we
an investigate the symmetries of suh metris via Theorem 15. Obviously, if
the NP tetrad is a preferred tetrad then we just apply the theorem diretly.
Unfortunately, the onept of a 'preferred tetrad' is not used expliitly in the
standard NP routines, and so our rst task will be to look in some detail
at how NP tetrads are onstruted, and how they relate to our onept
of a 'preferred tetrad'. Fortunately, the manner in whih NP tetrads are
often hosen  at least partly determined by the Weyl or Rii (equivalently
energy-momentum) tensor and their ovariant derivatives  enables us to
nd these relations expliitly.
A standard NP approah to determining a metri, whose Weyl tensor is
required to be of a partiular Petrov type, involves adopting the anonial
null tetrad assoiated with that partiular Petrov type as the NP tetrad for
the alulations. In order for us to exploit suh results, we need to know how
lose the anonial null tetrad of eah Petrov type is to a preferred tetrad.
So, in the following pratial appliations to spei metris already
quoted in anonial NP tetrads, our approah will be rst to determine the
Petrov type whih will tell us to what extent the NP anonial tetrad is re-
lated to a preferred tetrad. One we have transformed the given NP anonial
tetrad into a preferred tetrad by a suitable transformation, then we an apply
Theorem 15 and use the Lie-NP ommutators to determine KVs, HVs and
CKVs appropriately. However, in order for our alulations to be as eient
as possible, it is important that we also fully exploit Lemma 14. Sine the o-
ordinates to whih we apply the Lie-NP ommutators are frequently dened
in terms of the NP salars, exploiting the simple reurrene properties of this
lemma an onsiderably simplify the alulations involving the ommutators.
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4.1 PETROV TYPE I with a anonial tetrad
A anonial null tetrad
F4
for Petrov type I is dened by
Ψ1 = 0 = Ψ3 , Ψ0 = Ψ4, Ψ2 6= 0.
Sine the tetrad diretions as well as the gauge are dened by the Weyl
tensor in a proper onformally weighted manner, the tetrad is easily seen to be
preferred for all (C)KVs. So we an immediately apply Theorem 15. Being
able to deide whether the oordinates of the metri under investigation
are Lie reurrent is important for arrying out our alulations with the
NP-Lie ommutators in the most eient manner. Lemma 14 gives us the
ruial result for the salars assoiated with the preferred tetrad. In this ase,
the anonial tetrad is preferred. Therefore, we an take the onlusions of
Lemma 14 ompletely aross to the anonial NP salars assoiated with the
anonial NP tetrad; hene those oordinates whih have been dened from
the anonial NP salars of the anonial NP tetrad are Lie reurrent. We
have established the following
Theorem 16 If a given metri is of Petrov I and if an NP tetrad for this
metri is in the above anonial form, then all (C)KVs an be found by ap-
plying [D,£
ξ
] = 1
2
ϕD and its ompanion equations to the four oordinates
xi, and solving for £
ξ
xi and the onformal funtion ϕ. Furthermore, (a) all
proper onformally weighted ombinations of the NP salars are Lie reur-
rent relative to eah (C)KV, (b) all ombinations of the NP salars are Lie
reurrent relative to eah KV and HV.
Example 1.
The Bell-Szekeres[14℄ metri, in oordinates (u, v, x, y) is given by
ds2 = 2 exp
(
U
2
(
a2 − 1)) dudv − 2 exp (U (1− a)) dx2 − 2 exp (U (1 + a)) dy2,
(23)
4
It should be noted that there are alternatives for a anonial tetrad of type I spaes,
e.g. Ψ
0
= 0 = Ψ
4
, Ψ
1
= Ψ
3
, Ψ
2
6= 0; but we have used the alternative employed in the IC
program[5℄.
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where U = ln (u+ v). For a tetrad we may take
l
α
=
(
exp
(
U
4
(
1− a2)) , 0, 0, 0)
n
α
=
(
0, exp
(
U
4
(
1− a2)) , 0, 0)
m
α
=
(
0, 0,
1
2
exp
(
U
2
(a− 1)
)
,
i
2
exp
(
−U
2
(a+ 1)
))
. (24)
Therefore,
Du = exp
(
U
4
(
1− a2)) Dv = 0 Dx = 0 Dy = 0
∆u = 0 ∆v = exp
(
U
4
(
1− a2)) ∆x = 0 ∆y = 0
δu = 0 δv = 0 δx =
1
2
exp
(
U
2
(a− 1)
)
δy =
i
2
exp
(
−U
2
(a+ 1)
)
.
(25)
The spin oeients are
κ = ν = τ = pi = α = β = 0
λ = −a
2
DU = −σ µ = 1
2
DU = −ρ ε = a
2 − 1
8
DU = −γ, (26)
where
DU =
1
u+ v
exp
(
U
4
(
1− a2)) = exp(−U
4
(
3 + a2
))
. (27)
The tetrad omponents of the Riemann tensor are
Φ
00
= Φ
01
= Φ
02
= Φ
12
= Φ
11
= Φ
22
= Λ = Ψ
1
= Ψ
3
= 0,
Ψ0 =
a
4
(
1− a2) exp(−U
2
(
3 + a2
))
= Ψ4 ,
Ψ2 =
a2 − 1
4
exp
(
−U
2
(
3 + a2
))
. (28)
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We assume that a 6= 0 (otherwise the metri is type D). We also assume
that a 6= ±1 sine otherwise the metri is at. The metri is then vauum,
of Petrov type I. The tetrad is determined ompletely by the Weyl tensor,
and the gauges are dened via properly onformally weighted onditions
(Ψ
0
= Ψ
4
). We an therefore apply Theorem 16. But sine the metri is
vauum we already know[15℄ that no CKVs exist, so we need only onsider
ϕ onstant and use part (a).
Although we an use Theorem 16 (a) to determine the Lie reurrene
relations for the NP salars, we are not able to nd simple expliit reurrene
relations for any of the oordinates. However, if, instead, we fous on u+ v
and u − v, we an use the result that £
ξ
Ψ2 = −ϕΨ2 to get £ξ (u+ v) =
2ϕ
3+a2
(u+ v) . The ommutator equations on (u− v) integrate to give
£
ξ
(u− v) = 2ϕ
3 + a2
(u− v) + c1 , (29)
where c1 is an integration onstant. Hene,
£
ξ
u =
c1
2
+
2ϕ
3 + a2
u
£
ξ
v = −c1
2
+
2ϕ
3 + a2
v. (30)
The NP-Lie ommutator equations on x and y integrate to give, respetively,
£
ξ
x =
ϕ
2 (3 + a2)
(1 + a)2 x+ c2
£
ξ
y =
ϕ
2 (3 + a2)
(1− a)2 y + c3 . (31)
Therefore,
ξ =
2ϕ
3 + a2
[
(u+ v)
∂
∂ (u+ v)
+ (u− v) ∂
∂ (u− v) +
x
4
(1 + a)2
∂
∂x
+
y
4
(1− a)2 ∂
∂y
]
+ c1
∂
∂ (u− v) + c2
∂
∂x
+ c3
∂
∂y
. (32)
The KVs are
∂
∂u
− ∂
∂v
, ∂
∂x
, and ∂
∂y
. The HV is
4u
∂
∂u
+ 4v
∂
∂v
+ (1 + a)2 x
∂
∂x
+ (1− a)2 y ∂
∂y
. (33)
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4.2 PETROV TYPE II with a anonial tetrad
A anonial tetrad for Petrov type II is dened
F5
by Ψ4 = 1,Ψ2 6= 0, all
other Ψ equal to zero.
In Petrov type II the anonial tetrads are xed ompletely by the Weyl
tensor, and it is easy to see that suh a tetrad is a preferred tetrad for any
KV that may exist in the spaetime. Therefore, we an immediately apply
Theorem 15 to investigate KVs. However, the above anonial tetrad will
not be preferred for CKVs, or even for an HV, sine the standard gauge
speialization (Ψ4 = 1) is not a proper onformally weighted ondition.
Therefore, in Petrov type II, although a anonial tetrad is suient to
investigate KVs, to beome a preferred tetrad with referene to an HV or a
CKV, it will require a gauge transformation. To ahieve this we simply intro-
due a gauge parameter A exp
(
i
2
α
0
)
= (Ψ
4
/Ψ
2
)
1
4
, so that in the transformed
tetrad, Ψ4 = Ψ2 , and this gauge speialization is now preferred. Therefore,
for the transformed tetrad we an apply Theorem 15 and Lemma 14 diretly.
Theorem 17 If a given metri is of Petrov II and if an NP tetrad for this
metri is in the above anonial form then, after a gauge transformation
A exp
(
i
2
α0
)
=
(
Ψ4
Ψ2
) 1
4
to a new tetrad l̂, n̂, m̂, m̂, all (C)KVs an be found by
applying [D̂,£] = 1
2
ϕD̂ and its ompanion equations to the four oordinates
xi, and solving for £
ξ
xi and the onformal funtion ϕ. Furthermore, (a) in
the transformed tetrad, all properly onformally weighted ombinations of the
NP salars are Lie reurrent relative to eah (C)KV, (b) in the transformed
tetrad, all ombinations of the NP salars are Lie reurrent relative to eah
KV and HV.
Corollary 18 The KVs only an be found by applying [D,£] = 0 and its
ompanion equations to the four oordinates xi, and solving for £
ξ
xi. Fur-
thermore, in the original tetrad, all ombinations of NP salars are Lie de-
rived relative to eah KV.
5
It should be noted that the value of the onstant for Ψ
4
diers for dierent referenes;
we have hosen here, and in the other Petrov types to follow, the value used in the IC
program[5℄.
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Note that the statement of this theorem is a bit more general than is
required for a anonial tetrad of Petrov type II. In fat, it an apply to a
tetrad with any gauge hoie, not just for the anonial hoie Ψ4 = 1.
Example 2.
The Steele metri[16℄ onsidered by Koutras and Skea[7℄ is given by
ds2 = r ln rdu2 + 2rdxdu− r−
1
2
(
dr2 + dy2
)
. (34)
In oordinates (u, r, x, y) the tetrad vetors an be given by
l
α
=
(
2
√
2r
1
4 , 0,−
√
2r
1
4 ln r, 0
)
n
α
=
(
0, 0,
1
2
√
2
r
−
5
4 , 0
)
m
α
=
(
0,− 1√
2
r
1
4 , 0,− i√
2
r
1
4
)
. (35)
>From Eq.(35) we obtain
Du = 2
√
2r
1
4 Dr = 0 Dx = −√2r
1
4 ln r Dy = 0
△u = 0 △r = 0 △x = 1
2
√
2
r
−
5
4 △y = 0
δu = 0 δr = − 1√
2
r
1
4 δx = 0 δy = − i√
2
r
1
4 .
(36)
The spin-oeients are given by
ν = ρ = σ = λ = µ = ε = γ = 0
τ = −pi = 1
2
√
2
r
−
3
4 , κ = 2
√
2r
3
4 , α = − 1
2
√
2
r
−
3
4 = 2β. (37)
and the nonzero omponents of the Riemann tensor by
Ψ0 = 1, Ψ2 =
1
8
r−
3
2 . (38)
The metri is vauum, of Petrov type II. The tetrad is anonial, with
the gauge xed by Ψ
0
= 1; therefore, we apply the gauge transformation
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A exp
(
i
2
α0
)
= (Ψ2
Ψ0
)
1
4
and use Theorem 17 (slightly modied beause it is
Ψ0 , not Ψ4 , whih equals one) to investigate all (C)KVs. Sine the metri is
vauum we already know that no CKVs[15℄ exist; so we an apply Theorem
17 to nd the HV using ϕ = onstant and statement (b).
Sine Ψ2 is Lie reurrent aording to £ξΨ2 = −ϕΨ2 , we an dedue that
the oordinate r is Lie reurrent aording to £
ξ
r = 2
3
ϕ r. Therefore, we
rst substitute r into the ommutators and nd that the latter are identially
satised.
Applying the NP-Lie ommutator equations to the remaining oordinates
in the transformed tetrad and solving these equations we nd that
ϕ = onstant, £
ξ
u =
1
6
ϕu+ k,
£
ξ
x =
1
6
ϕx− 1
3
ϕu+ b, £
ξ
y =
2
3
ϕy + d (39)
where k, b, d are integration onstants. Therefore,
ξ =
(
1
6
ϕu+ k,
2
3
ϕr,
1
6
ϕx− 1
3
ϕu+ b,
2
3
ϕy + d
)
. (40)
Putting, in turn, one of the integration onstants equal to one and the re-
maining ones equal to zero we get the HV
ξ1 = u
∂
∂u
+ 4r
∂
∂r
+ (x− 2u) ∂
∂x
+ 4y
∂
∂y
(41)
and the three KVs
ξ2 =
∂
∂u
, ξ3 =
∂
∂x
, ξ4 =
∂
∂y
. (42)
Of ourse, the KV were obvious sine the metri is independent of the u, x,
and
y - oordinates. There are no proper CKVs.
4.3 PETROV TYPE III with a anonial tetrad
In Petrov type III the anonial tetrad is xed ompletely by the Weyl tensor:
Ψ3 = 1, all other Ψ zero. Although this tetrad is preferred for any KVs
that may exist in the spaetime, it is not neessarily preferred for an HV or
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for CKVs. Therefore, in Petrov type III, although a anonial tetrad is su-
ient to investigate KVs, in order to beome a preferred tetrad with respet
to a CKV, it will require a gauge transformation. Unfortunately, there are no
other Ψ omponents with whih we an make a suitable gauge transforma-
tion (as was possible for Petrov II). So we may have to introdue expliitly
an arbitrary gauge parameter whih transforms the anonial tetrad to a
preferred tetrad with respet to whih we an then apply Theorem 15; we
will nd the value(s) for this parameter simultaneously while solving for the
(C)KVs. In fat, beause the ondition Ψ3 −Ψ3 = 0 is properly onformally
weighted, and it is only the ondition Ψ
3
+ Ψ
3
= 2 whih is not properly
onformally weighted, we will require only one arbitrary gauge parameter,
namely a boost parameter A, to beome a preferred tetrad with respet to a
CKV.
Lemma 14 gives us the ruial reurrene results for the NP salars as-
soiated with the preferred tetrad. Unfortunately, for the CKV ase, the
anonial tetrads are not preferred and so we annot take the onlusion of
Lemma 14 ompletely aross to the NP salars assoiated with the anonial
tetrad; but we an use Lemma 14 for those NP salars whih are idential
in both anonial and preferred tetrads, i.e., NP salars whih are indepen-
dent of boost (i.e. those whose boost weight is zero), and whih have proper
onformal weight.
Theorem 19 If a given metri is of Petrov III and if an NP tetrad for
this metri is in the above anonial form, then after a boost with a real
parameter A to a new tetrad l̂, n̂, m̂, m̂, all (C)KVs an be found by applying
[D̂,£] = 1
2
ϕD̂ and its ompanion equations to the four oordinates xi, and
solving for £xi, for A, and for the onformal funtion ϕ. Furthermore, (a)
all boost- and properly onformally weighted ombinations of the NP salars
are Lie reurrent relative to eah (C)KV, (b) all boost-invariant ombinations
of the NP salars are Lie reurrent relative to an HV or a KV.
Corollary 20 The KVs only an be found by putting A = 1, ϕ = 0, and
solving the ommutator equations for £
ξ
xi. Furthermore, all ombinations
of the NP salars are Lie derived relative to eah KV.
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4.4 PETROV TYPE D with a anonial tetrad
In Petrov type D, a anonial tetrad is dened by Ψ2 6= 0, all other Ψ
zero. It is lear that suh a tetrad has preferred null diretions, but all the
gauge freedom remains arbitrary. Often this freedom is xed expliitly in the
proess of determining the metri, either by referene to the Riemann tensor
or the spin oeients. However, it is important to realize that sometimes it
is very diult to x the tetrad ompletely beause of the omplexity of the
alulations, and also sometimes there is some unavoidable residual freedom
due to isotropy whih makes it impossible to x the tetrad using the Riemann
tensor and its derivatives. As in Type III, there are no more nonzero Weyl
tensor omponents to enable us to x the tetrad (but of ourse, in general,
there ould be Rii tensor omponents, and derivatives of the Weyl and
Rii tetrad omponents).
If the gauge of the anonial tetrad has been xed with respet to the
Riemann tensor or its derivatives, then the tetrad is suient to investigate
KVs. On the other hand, if the gauge has still some freedom, or is not xed in
a properly onformally weighted manner, or indeed if preisely how it is xed
is not immediately lear, we will still need to make a gauge transformation
from the anonial to a preferred tetrad; arbitrary gauge parameters will have
to be introdued whih will be solved for, simultaneously with the (C)KVs.
For the CKV ase, we annot use Lemma 14 for all anonial NP salars,
but we an apply it to those salars whih are idential in both the anonial
and preferred tetrad, i.e., salars whih are gauge invariant (whose spin and
boost weights are both zero) and whih have proper onformal weight.
Theorem 21 If a given metri is of Petrov D and if an NP tetrad for this
metri is in the above anonial form then, after a gauge transformation
with omplex parameter A exp
(
i
2
α0
)
to a new tetrad l̂, n̂, m̂, m̂, all (C)KVs
an be found by applying [D̂,£] = 1
2
ϕD̂, and its ompanion equations to the
four oordinates xi, and solving for £
ξ
xi, the unknown gauge parameters
A, α0, and the onformal funtion ϕ. Furthermore, (a) all gauge invariant
and properly onformally weighted ombinations of the NP salars are Lie
reurrent relative to eah (C)KV, (b) all gauge invariant ombinations of the
NP salars are Lie reurrent relative to an HV or a KV.
It will be useful to have expliit examples of gauge invariant NP salars,
e.g., ρµ, piτ , κν, λσ, Ψ2 , Ψ0Ψ4, Λ, Φ11 , Φ00Φ22 , Φ02Φ20
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and gauge invariant and properly onformally weighted NP salars,
e.g., (ρ− ρ) (µ− µ), (τ + pi) (τ + pi), κν, λσ, Ψ2 , Ψ0Ψ4.
Example 3.
The Kimura metri[17℄ onsidered by Koutras and Skea[7℄, given by
ds2 =
r2
b
dt2 − 1
r2b2
dr2 − r2dθ2 − r2 sin2 θdφ2, (43)
is of Petrov type D with a non-zero energy momentum tensor. The metri is
diagonal and, in oordinates (t, r, θ, φ), we an readily onstrut the tetrad
l
α
=
(
r√
2b
,− 1√
2rb
, 0, 0
)
n
α
=
(
r√
2b
,
1√
2rb
, 0, 0
)
m
α
=
(
0, 0,− r√
2
,− ir√
2
sin θ
)
, (44)
or, in ontravariant form,
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l
α
=
( √
b
r
√
2
,
rb√
2
, 0, 0
)
n
α
=
( √
b
r
√
2
,− rb√
2
, 0, 0
)
m
α
=
(
0, 0,
1
r
√
2
,
i
r
√
2 sin θ
)
. (45)
It follows that
Dt =
√
b
r
√
2
, Dr = rb√
2
, Dθ = 0, Dφ = 0
△t =
√
b
r
√
2
, △r = − rb√
2
, △θ = 0, △φ = 0
δt = 0, δr = 0, δθ = 1
r
√
2
, δφ = i
r
√
2 sin θ
.
(46)
The NP spin oeients are
κ = σ = λ = ν = τ = pi = 0
γ = ε =
b
2
√
2
, ρ = µ = − b√
2
, β = −α = cot θ
2
√
2r
, (47)
and
Ψ2 = −
1
6r2
, Φ11 =
1
4r2
, Λ = −b
2
2
+
1
12r2
(48)
are the only nonzero omponents of the Riemann tensor.
The tetrad is anonial, but it is not immediately obvious how, and to
what extent, the gauge has been xed; we annot use the Rii omponents
and Ψ2 to x the gauge sine all three omponents are invariant under gauge.
So we apply Theorem 21 to investigate all (C)KVs.
We shall rst investigate Lie reurrene relations for all (C)KV possibili-
ties together, using (a). We note that Ψ2 is gauge invariant and of onformal
weight w = −2, and therefore £
ξ
Ψ2 = −ϕΨ2 . Hene for the oordinate r we
have £
ξ
r = 1
2
ϕr. Although there is a seond oordinate θ expliitly in the
metri it does not our in any gauge invariant properly onformally weighted
salars, and so we annot use Theorem 21 to obtain a Lie reurrene relation
for θ. (On the other hand, θ does our in the spin oeients α and β,
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but these oeients do not have appropriate behaviour for the theorem to
apply.)
We therefore insert both a phase fator and a boost into our tetrad, so
that Eq.(46) beomes
Dt = A
√
b
r
√
2
, Dr = Arb√
2
, Dθ = 0, Dφ = 0
△t =
√
b
Ar
√
2
, △r = − rb
A
√
2
, △θ = 0, △φ = 0
δt = 0, δr = 0, δθ =
exp(iα0)
r
√
2
, δφ =
i exp(iα0)
r
√
2 sin θ
.
(49)
Turning next to the NP-Lie ommutator equations applied to the four
oordinates we obtain, in addition to £
ξ
r = 1
2
ϕr, the following results.
£
ξ
t = h(r), £
ξ
θ = f(φ), £
ξ
φ = g(θ, φ), (50)
where these four funtions have to satisfy the equations
∂g(θ, φ)
∂θ
= − 1
sin θ
£
ξ
α0
df(φ)
dφ
= sin θ£
ξ
α
0
∂g(θ, φ)
∂φ
+ cot θf(φ) = 0
1
2
r
∂ϕ
∂r
=
ϕ(t, r, θ, φ)
2
A−1£
ξ
A = r2
√
b
dh(r)
dr
A−1£
ξ
A =
1
2r
√
b
∂ϕ
∂t
(51)
These equations are readily solved and we nd that
ϕ = ϕ(t, r) = r (2l0bt + l1)
£
ξ
r =
1
2
r2 (2l0bt + l1)
£
ξ
t = h (r) = − l0
r
+ h0 ,
£
ξ
θ = f (φ) = a0 cosφ+ b0 sinφ
£
ξ
φ = g (θ, φ) = c0 + cot θ (−a0 sinφ+ b0 cosφ) (52)
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as well as
A−1£
ξ
A = l0
√
b
£
ξ
α0 =
1
sin θ
(−a0 sinφ+ b0 cosφ) , (53)
where a0, b0 , c0 , l0, l1 , h0 are six arbitrary integration onstants. Thus,
ξ =
(
− l0
r
+ h0
)
∂
∂t
+
1
2
r2 (2l0bt + l1)
∂
∂r
+ (a0 cosφ+ b0 sin θ)
∂
∂θ
+ (c
0
+ cot θ (−a
0
sinφ+ b
0
cosφ))
∂
∂φ
. (54)
Systematially putting all but one onstant equal to zero we obtain the
two CKVs
ξ
(1)
= −1
r
∂
∂t
+ r2bt
∂
∂r
(l0 = 1, ϕ = 2rbt)
ξ
(2)
=
r2
2
∂
∂r
(l1 = 1, ϕ = r) (55)
as well as the four KVs
ξ
(3)
=
∂
∂t
(h
0
= 1)
ξ
(4)
=
∂
∂φ
(c
0
= 1)
ξ
(5)
= cos φ
∂
∂θ
− cot θ sinφ ∂
∂φ
(a0 = 1)
ξ
(6)
= sin φ
∂
∂θ
+ cot θ cosφ
∂
∂φ
, (b
0
= 1) (56)
two of whih are obvious sine the metri is independent of t and φ. There
is no HV sine ϕ annot be a nonzero onstant. These symmetries have also
been obtained by Koutras[18℄ and by O'Connor and Prine[19℄.
In retrospet, we see that the phase part of the gauge annot be xed
intrinsially; therefore, there is partial gauge isotropy. For, if it ould be,
this would imply that there is a ommon preferred phase for all four KV.
That there is none follows from the seond of Eqs.(53). We have,
£
ξ
3
α0 = 0 = £ξ4
α0 , (57)
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implying that α0 = α0 (r, θ). But, by the same equation, to get a preferred
phase for ξ5 as well, we need
£
ξ
5
α0 = −
sin φ
sin θ
, i.e. cos φ
∂α0 (r, θ)
∂θ
= −sin φ
sin θ
. (58)
This annot be satised.
On the other hand, there is a boost A so that the resultant boost part
of the gauge is preferred for all KV. In fat, A = 1 will do sine the rst
of Eqs.(53) redues to £
ξ
A = 0 for the four KV (and, therefore, there is no
boost isotropy). That there is no ommon boost A whih will satisfy the rst
of Eq.(53) for all six (C)KV is readily veried.
This example illustrates how our approah deals with gauge isotropy. We
do not need to know about possible gauge isotropy in advane; whatever the
reason why a tetrad's gauge has not been xed ompletely (or even if we are
unsure whether it is xed or not) we simply introdue the gauge parameters
into the ommutators, and the result of our alulation tells us whether our
original gauge was ompletely preferred or not; and if the latter, it tells us
what transformation takes the NP tetrad to a preferred gauge and what
isotropy exists, if any.
Example 4
The Kerr-Newman metri[20℄ is of Petrov type D with an eletromagneti
energy momentum tensor, and one standard version[21℄ is
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ds2 =
(
1− 2mr − e
2
Σ
)
du2 + 2dudr +
2a sin2 θ
Σ
(
2mr − e2) dudφ− 2a sin2 θdrdφ
− Σdθ2 − sin2 θ
(
r2 + a2 +
a2 sin2 θ
Σ
(
2mr − e2)) dφ2, (59)
where Σ = r2 + a2 cos2 θ and ∆ = r2 + a2 + e2 − 2mr. In the tetrad (with
oordinates (u, r, θ, φ))
l
α
= (0, 1, 0, 0)
n
α
=
(
r2 + a2
Σ
,− ∆
2Σ
, 0,
a
Σ
)
m
α
=
1√
2 (r + ia cos θ)
(
ia sin θ, 0, 1,
i
sin θ
)
(60)
the only nonzero tetrad omponents of the Riemann tensor are
Ψ2 = −
m (r + ia cos θ)− e2
(r − ia cos θ)3 (r + ia cos θ)
Φ11 =
e2
2Σ2
. (61)
The tetrad is anonial, but it is not immediately lear how and to what
extent the gauge has been xed. We apply Theorem 21 to investigate all
(C)KVs.
First, we onsider how to obtain simple Lie reurrent relations for the
oordinates r, θ, using the seond half of the theorem. Sine we wish to
onsider all (C)KV possibilities together, using (a), we need to fous on NP
salars whih are gauge invariant and properly onformally weighted: Ψ2 ,
(ρ − ρ)(µ − µ), (τ + pi)(τ + pi). The simplest approah is to onsider a
ombination whih is gauge invariant, and also of onformal weight zero; e.g.
£
ξ
((ρ − ρ)(µ − µ)(τ + pi)(τ + pi)/Ψ2) = 0. When we work this expression
out expliitly we obtain, from its real and imaginary parts, two simultaneous
homogenous equations in £
ξ
r and £
ξ
θ; sine the determinant is non-zero, we
onlude that £
ξ
r = 0 = £
ξ
θ. Substituting this result into £
ξ
Ψ
2
= −ϕΨ
2
gives ϕ = 0; this means that the Kerr-Newman metri does not permit an
HV or CKVs. This example illustrates how we an obtain results on the
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non-existene of CKVs very eiently, simply by testing the onsisteny of
the NP salars under onformal transformations.
To investigate the KVs only we ould apply Theorem 21b to Φ11 and ρ (or
to Ψ2) and again obtain easily that £ξr = 0 = £ξθ. It then remains to solve
the NP-Lie ommutator equations, with arbitrary gauge fator A exp
(
i
2
α
0
)
,
applied to the remaining two oordinates u and φ. It is easily seen that one
possible solution for the gauge parameters is A = 1, α0 = 0, showing that
the original gauge is preferred relative to all KVs. The solution for the Lie
derivatives of u and φ is £
ξ
u = c1, £ξφ = c, thereby yielding the two familiar
KVs,
∂
∂t
and
∂
∂ϕ
.
4.5 PETROV TYPE N with a anonial tetrad
In Petrov type N a anonial tetrad is dened by Ψ4 = 1, all other Ψ zero.
Suh a tetrad has one null diretion preferred, namely the prinipal null
diretion, but the seond null diretion is not xed. The gauge is xed
with respet to the Weyl tensor, but not in a proper onformally weighted
manner. In pratie, sometimes the null rotation freedom is xed either by
the spin oeients or by the Riemann tensor; but there are some sublasses
of metris for whih it is either diult to determine a seond null vetor
(beause of ompliated alulations), or even impossible to x with respet
to the Riemann tensor and its derivatives (beause of null rotation isotropy).
If we an see that the null rotation freedom has been xed intrinsially
and in a proper onformally weighted manner, then the analysis is arried out
as in Petrov type III with the introdution of only one arbitrary parameter
 for a boost. But in all other ases, besides an arbitrary boost parameter
A, it is neessary to introdue the arbitrary omplex null rotation parameter
z expliitly into the ommutators in order to obtain a transformation to a
preferred tetrad.
In this ase we an only use Lemma 14 for those salars whih are identi-
al in both the anonial and preferred tetrad, i.e., salars whih are invariant
under null rotations, whih have proper onformal weight and whih, in ad-
dition, are boost-invariant.
Theorem 22 If a given metri is of Petrov N and if an NP tetrad for this
metri is in the above anonial form then, after a null rotation with param-
eter z and a boost with parameter A to a new tetrad l̂, n̂, m̂, m̂, all (C)KVs
an be found by applying [D̂,£] = 1
2
ϕD̂ and its ompanion equations to the
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four oordinates xi, and solving for £
ξ
xi, the unknown gauge parameter A,
and the unknown null rotation parameter z and the onformal funtion ϕ.
Furthermore, (a) all null rotation invariant, boost-invariant and proper on-
formally weighted ombinations of the NP salars are Lie reurrent relative
to eah (C)KV, (b) all null rotation invariant and boost-invariant weighted
ombinations of the NP salars are Lie reurrent relative to an HV and any
KV.
Corollary 23 The KVs only an be found by putting A = 1, ϕ = 0, and
solving the ommutator equations for £
ξ
xi and the unknown null rotation
parameter z. Furthermore, all null rotation invariant ombinations of the
NP salars are Lie derived relative to eah KV.
4.6 PETROV TYPE O
For Petrov type 0 spaetimes another approah has to be used  usually
using the Rii tensor to x part of the tetrad  and although we an still
handle those ases with the general priniples desribed in this paper, we will
postpone suh onsiderations to a subsequent paper.
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4.7 ALL TYPES
We emphasise that in pratial alulations involving NP tetrads, using
anonial tetrads is not the only way in whih NP tetrads an be hosen. For
instane, it is useful in some irumstanes for the NP tetrad to be partly
xed with respet to the Weyl tensor and partly with respet to the Rii ten-
sor. Also, in investigations onerning the IC of metris, anonial tetrads
are obtained whih have more ompliated relationships (involving deriva-
tives of the Riemann tensor) with the Weyl and Rii tensors. Therefore, in
Petrov types III, D, N where we have introdued arbitrary parameters, an
alternative proedure may be to rst of all nd an expliit suitable gauge
transformation or null rotation, in order to avoid using some of the arbitrary
parameters  in a manner analogous to the one we have used our disus-
sion of Petrov type II. But this will require a deeper analysis of the tetrad,
an analysis whih involves determining how the tensor is xed with respet
to derivatives of the Riemann tensor, as in the IC. However, we point out
that although we should always be able to eliminate the gauge parameter for
Petrov type III, we annot always eliminate the parameters in Petrov types
D and N beause of isotropy.
Our general approah outlined in the previous subsetions is designed to
inlude as well tetrads other than the ones disussed above, and we shall
investigate suh situations in a subsequent paper. However, using anonial
tetrads is a familiar approah, and in this paper we wished to illustrate the
eieny of our method with familiar examples.
5 Conlusion
The main thrust of this paper was to present a very eient, alternative,
approah to the problem of nding (onformal) Killing vetors, i.e. KVs,
HV, or CKVs. Although our examples have dealt with nding suh vetors
for a given metri, our tehnique works equally well when solving Einstein's
equations for a spaetime with suh symmetries.
This tehnique onsists of the replaement of the usual (onformal) Killing
equations with sixteen equations involving ommutators of the Lie deriva-
tive with the four NP dierential operators applied to the four oordinates.
These operators must orrespond to a tetrad whih is preferred relative to the
(C)KV to be found. This notion was dened for null diretions in an earlier
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paper[2℄ and extended to gauge in this one. In pratie, we usually need a
tetrad whih is preferred relative to all KVs and/or HV and/or CKVs of the
metri. To over all possible (C)KVs it is best to nd null diretions whih
are intrinsially dened by the Weyl tensor alone (in a proper onformally
weighted manner). As for gauge, if we want to nd only all KVs it sues
to hoose one whih has been dened intrinsially. To get CKVs as well, we
need to look for a gauge whih has been dened not only intrinsially but in
a proper onformal manner as well.
In suh a preferred gauge the alulations for the (C)KVs beome rela-
tively simple, espeially if as many oordinates as possible are hosen intrin-
sially as well. In ase of isotropy, or if ignorant of a tetrad whih is preferred
relative to all the (C)KVs we want to nd, we must put an arbitrary null
rotation parameter and/or an arbitrary gauge fator into the tetrad used.
Then the alulations beome a bit longer. The NP-Lie ommutator equa-
tions must now be solved for the Lie derivative of suh a fator as well as for
the Lie derivatives of the oordinates. Clearly, in the interest of simpliity of
alulations, we should hoose as muh of the tetrad to be preferred relative
to all vetors of interest, so as to minimize the use of null rotation and/or
boost-rotation parameters. This an often be done in the manner desribed
and illustrated in setion 4. The hoie depends on whether we're looking
only for KVs, for an HV and KVs, or for CKVs as well. Further simplia-
tion is ahieved by hoosing as many oordinates as possible in an intrinsi
fashion. All the KVs, any HV, and all the CKVs are then readily obtained.
Our results for (C)KVs apply to proper onformal Killing vetors, homo-
theti vetors and Killing vetors. It might be thought superuous for us to
give spei results valid only for KVs or an HV. However, as noted in the in-
trodution, there are some general theorems whih, in ertain irumstanes,
rule out the existene for CKVs. In suh irumstanes it is more eient to
use the results whih are valid only for KVs and/or an HV.
The examples whih we have used to illustrate our method are ompara-
tively simple, being metris quoted with tetrads in anonial form. However,
our method is appliable, and eient, for other types of tetrad. In par-
tiular, our method an be used to extend the IC program by determining
expliitly the form of those KVs and HVs whose existene an be onluded
from the existing IC program. In addition, our results will enable the IC
program to deal with HVs and CKVs. These appliations will be published
in a subsequent paper.
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